
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 4 November 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Sebastian G Pride For taking pride in your work, especially your beautiful pictures and writing. Well Done Sebastian. Keep up the good work! 

PB Mila M Responsibility For always doing the best that you can in Maths and asking for extra work to do. Great Job Mila. Keep up the good work! 

PM Brylee K Responsibility  For participating responsibly in the swimming program and looking after all her belongings. 

PM Harrison N Optimism For his positive attitude and enthusiasm towards the swimming program. He is always willing to challenge himself & give things a go! 

PS Aadvik P Respect For always being kind and inclusive at playtime. Well done Aadie! 

PS Charlie W Pride For always trying his best to produce writing pieces he is proud of. Keep it up Charlie! 

PU Olivia C Responsibility For always using her class time productively and trying her best in all academic areas. Well done Olivia! 

PU Charlotte L Respect For always using her manners and treating everyone in PU with kindness. Well done Charlotte! 

1E Noah D Respect For being kind and friendly to others and making sure he includes everyone in his games.  Well done Noah! 

1E Isabella F Optimism For always trying her best when she is learning something new and not giving up. A great effort Isabella! 

1M Laura C Optimism  For her positive attitude towards her learning and giving everything a go! I’m very proud of you, Laura! 

1M Caydence L Responsibility  For her outstanding effort with all her learning tasks.  Well done, Caydence! 

1P  Jack R Pride For taking the time to complete his work neatly and paying great attention to detail. You should be very proud Jack! 

1P Ronika T Optimism For working hard during her reading activities and for her fantastic expression during readers theatre. Well done Ronika! 

1Y Bruno S Respect For listening to others while they are speaking and interacting with his friends in a kind and caring manner. Well done Bruno! 

1Y Maria G Responsibility For working hard to complete activities thoroughly and giving everything her best effort. Great work Maria! 

2B Noa F Respect For being a ‘respectful listener’ during floor time by showing 5L’s and listening carefully to her classmates and teachers at all times.  

2B Beau M Respect For being a ‘respectful listener’ during floor time by showing 5L’s and listening carefully to his classmates and teachers at all times. 

2C Karamvir M Respect For concentrating carefully and showing respect to others during minilessons. Great job Karam! 

2C Eliza P Responsibility For being the “go-to” student when anyone in the school needs help with the chickens or the sustainability area. What a legend! 

2D Isobel P Respect For showing how she can sit on the floor and respectfully listen to her classmates and teachers. Well done, Isobel! 

2D Claudia S Respect For showing how she can sit on the floor and respectfully listen to her classmates and teachers. Excellent work Claudia! 

2I Alicia L Integrity For always caring for others, including younger year levels, out in the yard. Keep up that kindness Alicia! 

2I Oscar Y Optimism  For the love he has for every aspect of learning. Your excitement and joy for learning is infectious Oscar! 

3A Dylan D Optimism For his happy and positive participation in the sustainability workshop on Friday! Well done Dylan! 

3A Portia S Integrity For using positive and proactive strategies to solve problems. Well done Portia! 

3B Michael A Responsibility  For always taking ownership of your learning and challenging yourself within the classroom. 

3B Bryan X Respect For always having lovely manners when talking to teachers or friends. Well done Bryan! 
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3FC Kayra A Pride For the extra pride he is taking in his schoolwork, showing improvement in Reading, Writing and Maths. 

3FC Emily-Rose N Responsibility For giving her best effort to everything she attempts, including singing so beautifully at “Into the Music”. 

3P Max V Responsibility For spending his lunchtime taking care of a baby bird who had lost its mother, thank you for taking care of our world.  

3P Charlotte M Responsibility For spending her lunchtime taking care of a baby bird who had lost its mother, thank you for taking care of our world.  

4E Hadiya A Optimism For having a positive outlook with challenging situations at camp. Hadiya pushed through and showed maturity and strength. 

4E Irene S Pride For completing each set task with outstanding presentation and creativity. 

4G Luke L Responsibility For challenging himself and making an excellent effort to extend his knowledge in Mathematics. Top Job Luke! 

4G Charlotte M Pride Always working hard & consistently showing Pride in all of her work, especially in her maths investigation. Congratulations Charlotte!  

4K Sienna P Optimism For maintaining a supportive and positive attitude during Grade 4 Camp. 

4K Lylah S Optimism For maintaining a supportive and positive attitude during Grade 4 Camp. 

4TF Elijah K Pride For enthusiastically embracing new learning experiences and relishing in challenges. 

4TF Arelia J Optimism For displaying confidence in new and unfamiliar situations and facing most challenges with a positive attitude. 

5D Daniel K Integrity For striving to demonstrate all of the school values at all times. Fantastic effort Daniel! 

5D Eva T Responsibility For consistently demonstrating all of our school values. You are an excellent role model for 5D, Eva! 

5M Aryaman P Responsibility For making a huge effort to show active listening at all times and to demonstrate a mature attitude during classroom games. 

5M Indiah C Optimism Indiah has shown a growth mindset in all of the effort she has put into her BlitzMaster practice. Well done, Indiah! 

5P Dylan L Respect For being a terrific role model to his peers, always being supportive and kind. Well done Dylan! 

5P Isaac E Respect 
For being an upstander amongst his friends to ensure everyone feels included, particularly when playing games outside. 

Well done Isaac! 

6F William Z Optimism For not giving up in his maths, even when technology lets him down. Always having a smile on his face and making others laugh. 

6F Angus Y Respect For the amount he has grown throughout the whole year and the respect he gives his teachers, classmates and peers. 

6K Tiger N Integrity For always being an upstander and being honest to others.  Awesome work Tiger! 

6K Ivy L Pride For always giving everything her all, especially at her recent basketball, rounders and athletics events. Awesome work Ivy! 

Mandarin Amelia Z - 2I Responsibility  For being a fantastic helper to another classmates during Chinese. 

Perform Art Caitlin K - 6K Optimism For her enthusiasm and wonderful performance in the Grade 6 play. Great work Caitlin! 

PE Alicia L - 2I Responsibility For not giving up when faced with a challenge and working hard to be successful. Great work Alicia! 

STEM Raven T - 2I Responsibility For her consistent maturity in the Discovery Room. 

Visual Arts Himanshee P - 2C All Values For always embracing all school values in Visual Art. 

 


